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n his keynote address at the Association’s Annual Meeting,
Charleston Mayor Joe Riley shared his perspective on the
responsibilities of local officials to their communities. For
his remarks, Riley drew on his almost 40 years of service in
municipal government.
“It is not a position we seek for fame or fortune,” Riley
told the packed audience at the opening session. “But what it
does give us is something priceless—the opportunity to serve
our citizens and the satisfaction of knowing that through that
opportunity, we have the privilege with them of advancing our
community forward.”
Riley acknowledged that local officials’ first responsibility
is to make the city safe. “It provides the basic underpinning for
freedom and success,” he added. Riley explained it is the local
officials’ job to make sure “our citizens are safe and feel safe; that
our children are safe and feel safe; that businesses can operate
and playgrounds can thrive—all in a safe environment…Without
safety, no state can succeed economically.”

He explained there are many things local officials do that can’t
be found in the city charter. “We do what needs to be done.”
Riley cited the City of Charleston’s involvement in creating
the digital corridor. Aware of the emerging information technology era, Charleston created several incubators more than a
decade ago. “We cut the red tape and let small businesses in there
with modest rents.” The incubators have been very successful.
Riley pointed to one incubator graduate, Nate DaPore who owns
an international software company operating on King Street.
DaPore, president and CEO of PeopleMatter, participated
in a panel discussion following the opening session where he
reiterated Riley’s vision for making Charleston a high tech hub.
See related article on page 6.
Local officials own the duty of the public realm, Riley continued. “The public realm is all the places in a community where the
public feels a connection with, and their pride of community is
tied up in how it looks and how it works.”
Riley, page 2 >
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opment is about the public realm. “Jobs
He acknowledged that sometimes
and the tax base are very important but
projects take a long time to complete, and
if it looks bad, you feel bad,” he said. “If it
local officials have to take an incremental
looks good, you feel good.”
approach. Sometimes the interim steps are
“One thing we have to do in our job
bumpy, Riley conceded.
is to say ‘no’ to people to whom we don’t
“An important part of leadership is that
want to say ‘no,’” he explained. “If the ask
creative energy to speak to those people—
is for something we know is not right, we
individually when we can or collectively.
have to say ‘no.’”
We need to talk about why it is going to
Riley recounted the creation of
work, why it will be better.” Riley recalled
Waterfront Park. Originally, the property
being asked one time what mayors do. His
owner wanted to develop the property.
response was “we are in selling.” “In leadRiley convinced the owner that wasn’t in
ing, we have to sell,” he told the audience.
the public’s best interest. “The water’s edge “We cannot make pronouncements.”
in a great city really should belong to the
He also told attendees they had to keep
public,” he explained. “That’s what you do
working on alternative revenue sources
in great cities. You give it to the public.”
and annexation. “You want their voices,”
Mayor Riley continued by talking
said Riley speaking about those who live
about local officials’ responsibility to work adjacent to the city. “They are dependent
to develop a regional plan. “Increasingly
on and interested in the city…Shouldn’t
in South Carolina, we must approach
[they] have a voice in it?”
our future thinking of regionalism.” He
Riley spoke about the imperative for
stressed the importance of formalizing
local officials to surround themselves with
that cooperation not only to make sure
exceptional employees. “You live and die
infrastructure goes where it needs to
by the people who work with you…it is
30 years from now but also to create a
your responsibility to hire the best people
collective vision for the region.
you can.”
Riley said he challenges his staff with
Mayor Riley concluded his remarks by
a 50-year test if the city is faced with a
encouraging attendees to learn from one
complicated matter. “We ask ourselves if
another.
people 50 years from now will say ‘this is
“The fact is the size of our cities and
really great.’ Or if we don’t do this, will 50
complexities of what we do isn’t the
years from now people say ‘why didn’t you overarching thing. The overarching thing
do that.’ We try to force ourselves to look
is that there is a similarity of experience.
into the future.”
And it is all about the aspiration and the
“We are the leaders in our commuaspirational goals for a tiny community
nity. We have the opportunity in grocery
or big city of becoming a better place…
stores, coming out of church, walking
In our part of the world, in our town or
down the street, at council meetings or
our city, we have the chance to make it a
wherever. We have the best opportunity
better place.”
Riley, from page 1 >
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After Riley’s keynote address, Mayor Joe
McElveen of Sumter announced the
Association’s board of directors voted to
name the Achievement Award for Economic
Development in honor of Mayor Riley
in recognition of his 40-plus years of
contributions to the economic growth of
Charleston and the state.

2014-15 officers and board of directors
President
Mayor Terence Roberts, Anderson
First Vice President
Mayor Alys Lawson, Conway
Second Vice President
Mayor Bill Young, Walterboro

Mayor Charlene Herring of Ridgeway
Representing: Central Midlands Council
of Governments area
Mayor Dwayne Howell of Turbeville
Representing: Santee-Lynches Council
of Governments area

Third Vice President
Mayor Elise Partin, Cayce

Councilmember Joe Lee of Port Royal
Representing: Lowcountry Council
of Governments area

Past President
Mayor Joe McElveen, Sumter

Councilmember Sheryl Patrick of Santee
At-large seat

The board is composed of representatives
from each of the 10 councils of governments’ areas and three at-large seats.

Mayor Jack Scoville of Georgetown
Representing: Waccamaw Regional
Council of Governments area

Mayor Welborn Adams of Greenwood
Representing: Upper Savannah Council
of Governments area

Mayor Harold Thompson of Union
Representing: Catawba Regional Council
of Governments area

Mayor Dick Cronin of Isle of Palms
Representing: Berkeley-CharlestonDorchester Council of Governments area

Mayor Knox White of Greenville
Representing: Appalachian Council
of Governments area

City Administrator Ed Driggers
of Greer
At-large seat

Councilmember Octavia Williams-Blake
of Florence
Representing: Pee Dee Regional Council
of Governments area

Councilmember Sandra Gantt
of Pendleton
At-large seat

Mayor Gerald Wright of Denmark
Representing: Lower Savannah Council
of Governments area

NEWS
BRIEFS

The Town of Lexington won the
SC.GMIS Elite Achievers Award in the
small project category. The award is given
annually to a member of the South Carolina
chapter of Government Management
Information Sciences that demonstrates
outstanding achievement implementing
creative information technology.
Members of the SC Association of
Municipal Power Systems elected
their 2014-2015 officers and board
of directors. President Joe Nichols of
Union; Vice President Alan Loveless of
Georgetown; and Members at Large:
Jeff Meredith of Greenwood CPW, Will
Martin of Bamberg BPW, Mike Jolly of
Rock Hill and Tom Couch of Camden.
Members of the Association South
Carolina Mayors recently elected their
2014-2015 officers: President: Mayor
Lisa Sulka of Bluffton and Vice President:
Mayor Donnie Hilliard of Santee. Members
also elected four board members for a
three-year term: Mayor Dennis Raines of
Mauldin, Mayor Francenia Ellis of Furman,
Mayor Linda Page of Mount Pleasant and
Mayor Tony Scully of Camden. Mayor
Steve MacDougall of Lexington was
elected to serve a one-year unexpired
term on the board.

13 graduate from Institute

T

he summer 2014 graduates of the
Municipal Elected Officials Institute
of Government are listed in alphabetical order, Councilmember Monti C.
Caughman of Gilbert, Councilmember
James M. Cooper III of Darlington,
Councilmember Glenn Fuller of Gaffney,
Councilmember Odessa M. Gregg of
Marion, Councilmember Minnie Haigler

of Cameron, Councilmember Timothy
James of Cayce, Councilmember Sara
Latimore of Laurens, Mayor Steve
MacDougall of Lexington, Mayor Sarah
Mathis of Pinewood, Councilmember
Deborah Louise Mitchell of Quinby,
Mayor Paul C. Moore of Snelling, Councilmember Scott Ward of Pendleton, and
Councilmember Jan Wiles of Holly Hill.
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Association wraps up
successful Annual Meeting

F

rom July 10 to 13, more than 1,100
elected officials, city staff, speakers,
exhibitors and other guests participated in classes, learned from each other,
and shared successes and challenges at the
Municipal Association’s Annual Meeting
in Charleston.
More than 20 educational sessions
covering topics from public safety to
parliamentary procedure and economic
development to ethics filings filled
meeting participants’ schedules during
the meeting.
Charleston and the Lowcountry
always provide a diverse venue to
showcase local successes. The meeting
started with a mobile tour that more
than 100 officials attended. They toured
Mount Pleasant’s waterfront park, Shem
Creek Park and a business accelerator
to learn about how that town’s success
could be duplicated in their hometowns.
The participants from cities of all sizes
learned a great deal from the collaborative process Mount Pleasant has
employed in its economic development
approach. (See related article in the
August issue of Uptown.)
The Friday morning opening session
began with Anderson Mayor Terence
Roberts being elected president of the
Association along with four new board
members.

4
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Charleston Mayor Joe Riley gave the
keynote address to a capacity crowd gathered in the Riviera Theater on Charleston’s King Street. The venue was fitting
because it was refurbished under Riley’s
leadership. Riley’s remarks about local
officials’ responsibilities and opportunities
kicked off the Annual Meeting with great
enthusiasm. (See related story on page 1.)
SC Commerce Secretary Bobby Hitt
followed the keynote with another capacity crowd learning about how to make
their cities “entrepreneur ready.” Hitt
reinforced the Commerce Department’s
commitment to small business and
high-growth potential entrepreneurs,
in particular. He led a lively discussion
with four entrepreneurs involved with
businesses as diverse as HR software
development and sustainable agriculture.
The panelists encouraged city officials to
identify their hometown’s niche and use
it to attract entrepreneurial businesses
that will naturally fit. (See related story
on page 6.)
One take-away from the Timely
Topic breakout session was that local
officials need to pay particular attention
to impending changes related to financial
reporting of pension liabilities. These
changes put forth through GASB 68 have
the potential to make cities look insolvent
on paper. While this is not the case, the

Mobile workshop attendees explore Mount
Pleasant’s Shem Creek Boardwalk. Constructing the
boardwalk aligns with the town’s comprehensive
plan goals of providing residents with greater
access to the waterfront and preserving historic
and natural resources.

Association’s Director of Risk Management Services Heather Ricard encouraged
city officials to educate themselves on
how to explain this accounting change to
city residents. (See related article in the
August issue of Uptown)
Another breakout session focused
on a city’s role in helping smaller
businesses leverage the Internet to
extend their reach beyond Main Street.
Cities have an important role to play
in helping local merchants understand

technology and how it can expand their
customer base. Successful Main Street
merchants from Newberry and Laurens
joined the Association’s Main Street SC
manager for a conversation focused on
what businesses can do to increase their
online presence and what cities can do
to support them. (See related article in
the August issue of Uptown.)
Another well-attended session
focused on the mechanics of meeting
procedures and parliamentary procedure.
Presented in the format of a “Jeopardy”
game, the session generated many good
questions from participants about the
nuances of parliamentary procedure and
the importance of having local rules of
procedure. (See related article in the July
issue of Uptown)
A highlight of the Annual Meeting is
always the awards breakfast. This year,
eight cities won Achievement Awards
recognizing their great work in a variety
of categories. In addition, Main Street
SC presented four awards recognizing
excellence in Main Street revitalization.
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Association Executive Director Miriam Hair learns more about Orangeburg’s Achievement Award-winning
project from Assistant Administrator John Singh and Councilmember Charles Jernigan.

More than 300 attendees took advantage
of the Association’s mobile app as a way to
get real-time updates on meeting activities,
create their own individualized schedule, and

share photos and comments about sessions.
Mark your calendars now to celebrate
the 75th Annual Meeting, July 16–19 on
Hilton Head Island.

Roberts elected Association president

A

nnual Meeting delegates unanimously elected Terence Roberts,
mayor of the City of Anderson, as
the Association’s president of the board of
directors for 2014-2015. When asked about
his vision for South Carolina hometowns,
here is what Mayor Roberts had to say:
Why are cities and towns so
important for economic development in South Carolina?
Whether jobs come to the state
through a locally owned manufacturer in
Anderson or an entrepreneur setting up
shop in downtown Charleston, cities and
towns are the hubs of innovation that offer
the services and amenities that business
owners and their families demand.
What do you see as the biggest
challenge cities and towns face?
Keeping residents and visitors safe and
protecting their personal and businesses
property are some of the most important
jobs of a city or town. One challenge that

local officials face is finding revenue to
meet the growing needs of public safety
departments that range from hiring and
training additional officers to maintaining
and updating vehicles and equipment.
Residents rely on municipal officials to
protect their businesses, their homes and
their families. Visitors want to feel safe at
events and attractions in the city. Reducing crime is always at the forefront of the
efforts of local officials.
How can cities and towns influence change in South Carolina?
Cities and towns can influence
change by keeping on doing what we are
doing—being the engines of economic
recovery and future success for South
Carolina. Just about every economic
development success in our state is
centered in a city. Companies looking
to locate or grow in South Carolina are
looking for safe neighborhoods, clean
streets and quality infrastructure—all
elements that cities and towns provide.

Because of our focus on providing these
quality services and focusing on such
things as sports tourism and nurturing
the arts, cities and towns are attracting
businesses and industry, creating jobs
and promoting healthy lifestyles.
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SC Commerce Secretary Bobby Hitt and his panel share tips on how SC hometowns can become
entrepreneur-ready.

Attracting entrepreneurs

F

rom attracting locally grown, hightech companies to planting seeds for
the success of sustainable agriculture
jobs, cities must be nimble and open to
new approaches.
This was the advice from South Carolina Commerce Secretary Bobby Hitt and a
panel of entrepreneur rock stars. They took
the stage at the July Annual Meeting to
discuss what small business entrepreneurs
and innovators really want when looking to
open or expand their businesses in South
Carolina cities and towns.
The four panelists are involved with
companies, organizations or city-sponsored initiatives that recently received
innovation grants from the Department
of Commerce’s new Office of Innovation.
These grants support a business environment for high-tech and entrepreneurial
economic development.
Hitt and the panel focused on what
elected leaders in the state’s cities and
towns must do to make their hometowns
“entrepreneur ready” for creative, highgrowth types of companies that have
made a conscious decision to locate in
various parts of South Carolina.
Hitt stressed throughout the
discussion—and was supported by the
panelists—that entrepreneurship is
different all over the state, as is each city
and the areas surrounding them. City
leaders must identify what makes their
area unique and exploit that local niche,
whether it’s high tech, higher education,
agriculture or the arts.
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“Be the megaphone to tell everyone
how great the entrepreneurs are in your
community,” he added.
Ben Chastain, executive director of
the Duke Energy Innovation Center in
Hartsville, brought in the perspective of a
smaller town by explaining how it attracts
entrepreneurial companies.
The Duke Energy Center is a
public-private partnership among the
City of Hartsville, Clemson University,
Duke Energy, and business leaders to
help new technology companies become
commercial successes. The Center helps
local entrepreneurs connect with the
resources, people and ideas they need to
be successful.
Buy-in by businesses and cities’
elected leadership is crucial to supporting
local entrepreneurial growth, Chastain
said. “You really want key stakeholders
involved—those are the people who are
plugged into your community,” he added.
Also important to attracting entrepreneurs is the quality of life in a city.
“Look at the quality of life in your
community,” he added. “The type of
people you want to attract will want a
good restaurant selection and nice hotels.”
It’s not just high tech entrepreneurs
who need attention, Hitt noted. Seibert of
Lowcountry Local believes that the key to
her organization’s success is relationship
building.
“You have to make sure that people
can meet and build relationships,” she
said. “We don’t call it networking because
that’s not what it is. You want to get to
know each other because it’s more fun
when you work with your friends.”
Warner with the Rock Hill Technology Incubator at Knowledge Park and
his colleagues at various state and local
entities are rebuilding part of downtown
Rock Hill into a tech park.
“It took a collaboration of public and
business officials and also higher education,” he said.
He’s pretty proud of their efforts so far.
“Companies in Charlotte used to think
that they had it going on,” he said. “But,
now they are asking themselves, ‘What’s
going on in Rock Hill?’”

“It’s all about whatever’s local,” said
Nikki Seibert, director of sustainable
agriculture for Lowcountry Local First
in Charleston. Lowcountry Local First is
focused on how agricultural communities
can attract entrepreneurial businesses.
LLF is an incubator farm—one of 111
nationally—that teaches both agriculture
and business skills.
David Warner, executive director of
the Rock Hill Technology Incubator at
Knowledge Park, added, “Be who you are.
Don’t try to be somewhere else.” The Incubator is a part of the Rock Hill Economic
Development Corporation’s plan to bring
jobs to the Old Town section of Rock Hill.
Another point these entrepreneurs
stressed was making sure small business
owners can find ways to work together and
support each other’s efforts. No one can be
successful in a vacuum, they stressed.
Nate DePore, president and chief executive officer of PeopleMatter in Charleston, has been involved in the Lowcountry
“start-up” community for many years
and made a strong case for collaboration
among like-minded entrepreneurs. Hitt
described PeopleMatter, DePore’s software
services company on Charleston’s King
Street, as a successful start-up that in
five years has become “one of the largest
privately held technology companies” in
the state.
“There’s an energy that occurs when
entrepreneurs are in the same place,”
said DePore. He chalks up his company’s
success to two things: listening to each

(l) Members of the Aiken Safe Communities Action Team identify repeat violent crime offenders. (r) Representatives of local, state and federal agencies
and the Aiken community meet face-to-face with the violent crime offenders giving them the opportunity to receive resources and services, such as
counseling, clothing, jobs and life skill training instead of continuing their life of crime.

Aiken’s Safe Communities
program recognized

T

he SC Community Development
Association annually presents its
Award of Excellence to a project that
has significantly improved the community and served as a catalyst for further
improvements to the area’s quality of life.
The City of Aiken’s Safe Communities
program won the 2014 award.
After a rash of violent crimes in Aiken,
city officials committed themselves to
finding an immediate solution. During
the course of a few months, city staff
engaged the public in multiple community conversations to address what could
be done to prevent violent crimes.
City leaders also worked with officials
from High Point, NC, to learn about a
successful crime prevention program
in that city. This research and public
input led to a unique crime-prevention
program called the Aiken Safe Communities approach that focuses on both the
neighborhoods affected by crime and the
offenders committing the crimes.
City officials engaged residents through
a series of “Food for Thoughts” conversations to gather input about the specifics
of the crime problems in their neighborhoods. Residents also participated in other

neighborhood-focused events such as the
“Poetry in the Park” series designed so
public safety officers could meet people
where they live rather than asking them to
travel to an event in another part of town.
This outreach helped solidify the relationship between residents and public safety
organizations.
On the other side of the issue, public
safety agencies also worked with the offenders to reduce recidivism. Task forces made
up of public safety staff, county officials,
public agency representatives and community members respond to each offender
personally. They confirm that the offender
is getting the kind of support needed and is
making productive decisions.
Overall violent crime is down in
Aiken, thanks in large part to the Safe
Communities approach. The State
Law Enforcement Division reports a
significant decrease in Aiken’s murder,
robbery and burglary incidents,
while local law enforcement is seeing
increased collaboration with state and
federal agencies.
The program was funded by realigning
resources within the Aiken Public Safety
Division and enlisting partnerships from

churches, nonprofits, mental health
agencies, grassroots organizations and
neighborhood associations. The city also
used Community Development Block
Grant dollars to help fund the program.

Hettie
Rickett
Award
A Hartsville, SC businessman won
the 2014 Hettie Rickett Leadership
Award from the SC Community
Development Association.
Col. Curtis Lee, chairman of
the Community Foundation for a
Better Hartsville, has led the charge
to improve Hartsville’s economy,
strengthen neighborhoods, and bring
more business and jobs to the growing
Pee Dee city.
The Hettie Rickett Award recognizes those qualities that are embodied
in a community development leader.
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A Day in the Life of

Building Code Inspectors

B

uilding, licensing and zoning officials
work hand-in-hand in the economic
development process. Building codes
guide how to construct a building for the
intended use. The codes are state mandated
but locally enforced. Licensing determines
who is qualified to erect a structure. The
licensing requirement is state mandated
and state enforced. Zoning determines if
and where the intended use of the building
is allowed. Zoning is locally adopted and
regulated.
A building inspector in South Carolina
must get a registration from the state
Department of Labor, Licensing and
Regulation to perform inspections. LLR
requires every inspector to pass a written
exam demonstrating knowledge of the trade
that he will be inspecting. The written tests
are based on the most current edition of the
International Codes, and there are certifications for both residential and commercial
inspectors in the fields of electrical, mechanical, plumbing and building.
In addition, each registered inspector
in South Carolina must get 24 hours of
continuing education credits during the
two-year registration cycle.
Chris Lee has been the deputy building official for the City of Myrtle Beach
since 2009. He has worked for the city
since 1998, previously serving as a senior
code enforcement inspector in the zoning
department and as a building inspector.

Tommy
Holcombe
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This is part of a series of
articles on the duties
and responsibilities of mu
nicipal employees. For
this article, we spoke with
four building officials
from across the state about
the changes they
have witnessed in building
codes and inspections
during their tenure, as we
ll as the many challenges and rewards of the
job.

Lee said there have been improvements
over the years in building code inspections.
“The codes are updated every three
years, and these changes often include
new technologies, materials and methods
not previously addressed in the code,
allowing for more design and construction options,” he said. “The current trend
in construction is energy efficiency. Statewide adoption of the International Energy
Conservation Code has dramatically
changed the way structures are designed
and built in a conscious effort to reduce
energy consumption.”
Lee said the most common challenges of the job come from homeowner
complaints and from contractors working
without licenses or permits. But there are
fulfilling aspects of the job, too.
“The most rewarding part of the job
for me is knowing that I have done my
part to create a safer South Carolina for
our ever-growing population and tourist
base to enjoy,” he said.
Tommy Holcombe has been the
building official for the City of Easley
since 1996, having previously served in
the City of Easley Fire Department. These
days, there are more codes to enforce and
officials must be certified by the state, he
said. Holcombe also noted the adoption
of the energy code as a major trend in
building and design.
Building codes have become more
complicated, and cities and counties have
cut back on manpower adding extra challenges to the job. Yet Holcombe said he
appreciates knowing he has contributed to
safer and better lives for the residents of
South Carolina.
Chris Stover and Buddy Skinner both
work for the City of Greenville, Stover as
plans examiner and Skinner as building
codes administrator.
Stover has been in his position for 10
years. Before that, he was a deputy fire
marshal for the city. Stover said that, from

Buddy Skinner

his perspective, not much has changed
over the years in inspections.
“We still have to see the work before
we can approve anything in the field,” he
said. “Manufacturers come up with different products that can do many different
things that may cost less money or less
man hours to complete the job.”
Stover said it’s valuable to have construction experience as a building inspector. He
said his biggest challenge is keeping up with
the code changes that occur every three
years. He enjoys getting a firsthand peek at
project plans before the public.
Skinner has been with the City of Greenville for a year and has been the building
codes administrator for six months. Previously, he worked as the Laurens County
building official for nine years.
Skinner said the biggest change in
inspections during his tenure has been
the codes themselves. There are more
regulations these days, with more requirements for inspectors and the construction
industry to know and understand.
Skinner said that the challenges he
faces usually end up being the most
rewarding parts of his day.
“The size and complexity of the structures that I have seen over the past five
years have been extremely difficult, but
once you get to walk through the finished
product and you see it transform from a
paper sketch to a working structure, it is
instant gratification,” he said.

I

t was just before midnight on Sept.
21, 1989, when Hurricane Hugo made
landfall near Charleston. The storm
brought maximum sustained winds of
138 miles per hour and storm surge
flooding 15 to 20 feet above normal.
Hugo tore across the state, leaving flooding, erosion, high winds and torrential
rains in its wake. It downed power lines,
crushed cars, and destroyed homes and
buildings. Twenty-four counties were
declared federal disaster areas, and there
was $6.5 billion in damages.
Local and state leaders learned many
lessons and have made many improvements in preparing for and responding
to catastrophic storms in the 25 years
since Hugo, according to Derrec Becker,
spokesman for the state Emergency
Management Division.
Today, SCEMD has an active operations center that works with partner
organizations and provides training for
first responders, damage assessment and
disaster recovery. Before Hugo, the center
was relegated to a spot in the basement
of a state office building in downtown
Columbia, Becker said. EMD updates its
hurricane emergency plan every year and
holds statewide disaster exercises during
Hurricane Awareness Week.
Technology also has improved the way
storms are predicted on weather models,
providing more time to accurately issue
evacuation orders, Becker said.
Along with improvements in how
the state would react to a major storm,
changes in building codes and materials
have helped mitigate losses.

The Wind Load Test Facility at Clemson
University was founded in 1991 with FEMA
funds under the Stafford Act as part of the
post-Hurricane Hugo mitigation effort.
Research at the facility has led to improvements in building codes and a better
understanding of wind forces, according to
Dr. Scott Schiff, civil engineering professor
and director of the facility.
Researchers at the test facility have
studied how walls and roofs stay intact
on low-rise buildings during high winds.
They look at how connectors used to
attach elements together—trusses to walls,
walls to walls—actually perform in the
field and how to make them more reliable.
Current research has focused on how
buildings in suburban neighborhoods
fare in high winds, as less information
is known about them than high-rise
buildings.
New building products developed
since the early 1990s, including windows,
shutters and roof covers, are designed to
sustain higher winds. When homeowners
plan out typical renovations, it is a good
time to strengthen their home with these
materials and provide increased protection, Schiff said.
The Insurance Institute for Business
and Home Safety also built a multirisk
applied research and training facility in
Chester County in 2010. This facility
allows researchers to evaluate how
residential and commercial construction
materials and systems hold up under high
winds, rain, hail and wildfires.
The facility funded by the property
insurance industry already has had an

impact on residential and commercial
structural design and construction. A
major priority for IBHS is roof design,
installation and repair. The roof protects
against extreme weather and is the most
vulnerable component of any building,
according to IBHS. The Institute had
three roof-related model code proposals
adopted by the International Code Council in 2013 which will be included in the
2015 International Residential Code.
Stricter building codes also have made
an impact on how buildings would fare if
another large-scale hurricane were to hit
the state. South Carolina has adopted the
2012 version of the International Codes,
meaning it is up to date and meets current
wind code provisions.
“South Carolina today has good codes
and does a good job trying to enforce
them,” said Dr. Tim Reinhold, chief
engineer at IBHS.
Some insurance providers offer a
financial incentive for homeowners
who complete IBHS’s Fortified Home
Program. Homes in the program are
evaluated, inspected and retrofitted to
secure and seal roofs, protect openings
and keep wind out, and develop a load
path to tie roofs to walls and walls to
the foundation, Reinhold explained.
The state Department of Insurance
also provides grants for its Safe Home
Program, which retrofits single-family
homes to minimize damage caused by
high winds.
Recent hurricanes since Hugo have
brought to light other social issues that
Hugo, page 10 >
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have since been addressed. After Hurricane Katrina in 2005, tens of thousands
of pets died or were abandoned after their
owners were forced to evacuate without
them. Congress passed the Pets Evacuation and Transportation Standards Act
in 2006, requiring states seeking FEMA
assistance to include pets and service
animals in their evacuation plans.
Another issue that came out of
Katrina was fuel shortages that left
motorists stranded. Today, South
Carolina has a refueling plan to ensure
that gas stations along evacuation routes
do not run out of gas, Becker said. The
monstrous traffic jam created by evacuees during Hurricane Floyd in 1999 led
to the installation of DOT cameras on
the highways and to automatic highway
lane reversals, Becker said.
Since Hugo hit 25 years ago, coastal
counties have experienced explosive
growth meaning more obstacles in the path
of a storm. The state Emergency Management Division estimates that a storm of
similar intensity on the same path as Hugo
would cause more than $16.6 billion in
damages today. Still, with stronger building

The damaged Ben Sawyer Bridge that connects Sullivan’s Island and the Isle of Palms with Mount Pleasant
became an iconic image of Hurricane Hugo’s destructive force.

codes and enforcement, and improved
planning preparations, officials remain
hopeful that the state could be spared
catastrophic losses of life or property.

“We have a better prepared people,”
Becker said. “Today, more people have
taken steps to be prepared for whatever
emergency we could face.”

Regional
meetings return

T

he 2014 Regional Advocacy Meetings begin on September 16. Local
officials will have the opportunity to
share local issues and challenges and to
brainstorm legislative solutions.
The meetings will be held from 11 a.m.
until 1 p.m. with lunch included. This
year, legislators will join the meetings for
lunch and networking.

September 24
Cuthbert Community Center at Azalea
Park, City of Summerville

September 16
The Arts Center, City of Greenwood

October 1
Swan Lake Iris Garden, City of Sumter

September 17
Victor’s in Hotel Florence, City of Florence

October 2
Orangeburg County Fine Arts Center,
City of Orangeburg

September 23
Municipal Association of SC, City of
Columbia

10
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September 25
The Innovate Building, City of Greenville
September 30
The Shed, Town of Port Royal

October 7
C. Spencer
Guerry Law
Enforcement
Center, City of
Georgetown
October 8
Manchester Meadows Soccer Complex,
City of Rock Hill
These meetings are free, but the Association needs an accurate head count for lunch
and handouts. For more information and to
register online, visit www.masc.sc (keyword:
regional advocacy meeting) or contact
Michelle Willm at 803.933.1259 (mwillm@
masc.sc). Look for directions and reminders
each Monday in the Uptown Update email.
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Performance
review
part of ongoing process

Information provided by First Sun EAP

Preparing the review—three
steps (for interim reviews and
annual review)
1. Collect data ‐ Go back through the
time period and look at any data you
can find related to how the employee
did his or her job. Reports, emails,
memorable incidents and feedback are
just a few of the items to review.
2. Evaluate data ‐ Before you start writing, think about the performance and
how it compares to the expectations

Delivering the review – (for
interim reviews and annual
review)
• Prepare the employee. Send a preparatory email about a month before
the evaluation process to help the
employee mentally prepare and reflect
on his performance throughout the
year.
• Consider giving employees their
written evaluation at the end of the day
before the scheduled review day (without salary information). The employee
can then digest the evaluation privately
and will be better equipped to engage
in a productive discussion during the
review session.
• Set ground rules. Tell the employee
that this meeting is to discuss where
he is on the agreed upon behavior
or goals. If he would like to discuss
something else, you will need another
meeting.
• Go through items of agreement first if
employees have completed a self-evaluation to get momentum, and then
move on to areas where you differ.
• Be patient, kind, pleasant, respectful
and professional.
• Let the employee know exactly what
will be measured and appraised during
the coming year at the end of the
annual review.
For more information, visit www.
firstsuneap.com.
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W

hen performance management is mentioned, people
often think of the annual
employee performance review. Performance management, however, involves so
much more. Appraisals should represent
a summary of an ongoing, year-round
dialogue of performance.
At the beginning of the year,
employers should make sure employees
understand their goals and expectations. Throughout the year, the supervisor or manager should meet with the
employee to go over the agreed upon
goals. Ideally, these meetings should be
held monthly, but they should occur at
least quarterly.
A great technique is to ask what progress the employee believes he has made on
each goal or behavior. These monthly or

quarterly meetings will prevent surprises
on what is expected for the year.
If there is a misunderstanding, it
should be clarified and corrected at
the first meeting. If the goals change
or additional ones are added during
the year, they should be in writing
and the new goals or behaviors
measured at each monthly or quarterly meeting. Having these interim
meetings helps the employee meet
all expectations and ensures they
know all year what their level of
performance is.
At the end of the year, employees
should know exactly what their performance evaluation will be because they
have been aware of where they were
all year long. An isolated, once-a-year
appraisal can lead to misunderstanding.
The employee may feel that his contributions to the workplace are unappreciated. Appraisals are particularly important when these evaluations affect raises,
promotions and, in some cases, whether
an employee will keep the job.

and standards that you and the organization strive to meet. Watch out for the
“halo or horns” effect. This describes
a pattern of allowing your liking or
disliking an employee to color your
appraisal of his performance.
3. Write the review ‐ As you write the
review, consider both your organization’s structure and the employee’s
potential reaction. Have both your
supervisor and your HR department
review it for suggestions, corrections or additions so that you have
confidence what you present will be
effective.
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Keeping employees

Human Resources

T

he workplace changes rapidly and
so do the risks for employees and
employers. Creating a culture of
safety, recognizing exposure changes and
responding to the changes are essential for
preventing injuries in the workplace.
Identifying the most common risk
factors and causes is the most important
objective for injury prevention.
Analyzing leading and lagging risk
indicators can provide safety professionals
with information to determine the root
causes of the injuries. There are several
key areas in which to focus that will
directly impact safety.
Workplace inspections
“General housekeeping is an area
often overlooked by safety prevention
programs,” said Venyke Harley, loss control
manager for the Municipal Association’s
Risk Management Services. “Routine
self-inspections can identify hazards that
cause slips, trips, falls and other injuries.”
According to the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration, slips, trips and falls
constitute the majority of general industry
accidents in the workplace and cause 15
percent of all accidental deaths.
For members of the South Carolina
Municipal Insurance and Risk Financing
Fund, slips, trips and falls represent
approximately 25 percent of general
liability claims. These claims often occur
because of wet, uneven or obstructed
surfaces and usually are preventable claims.
In June, SCMIT offered training to
members on strategies to prevent slips,
trips and falls, emphasizing conducting

12
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safe
consider giving them the same authority as
an OSHA inspector if he came onsite.

During 2013, the leading causes of
employee injuries for South Carolina
Municipal Insurance Trust members were
1. sprains and strains;
2. slips, trips, and falls;
3. animal and insect bites;
4. cuts, scrapes, and punctures; and
5. injuries from objects and motor
vehicles.

thorough self–inspections of their
worksites. Inspections forms are available
on OSHA’s website at www.osha.gov.
Safety committees
“Having an active and engaged
safety committee is a key component
for employee safety,” continued Harley.
“Management and front–line employees
should be represented so both groups share
information and communicate ideas.”
Safety committee members who participate
in accident investigations in other departments often identify commonly overlooked
hazards. To ensure committee members’
input is taken seriously by their peers,

Training and employee
development
“Proactive planning, quality equipment and a well-trained workforce
should be the employers’ top priorities,”
advised Harley. “Developing an ongoing training program is essential for
reducing and maintaining low injury
rates.” Onboarding programs addressing
potential hazards should be mandatory
before new hires are allowed to perform
duties within their departments. Among
SCMIT members, statistics show that
most injured employees have been
employed for less than three years.
While budget cuts can make it difficult
to hire outside consultants for training,
municipalities should consider a trainthe-trainer approach. Having internal staff
conduct training has the added benefit of
them being aware of internal risks.
This year, Risk Management Services
has offered six regional training courses
to its members that have addressed driver
safety, fire safety, parks and recreation
liability, law enforcement liability,
OSHA compliance and public works risk
management. Next year, RMS will offer
training to SCMIT and SCMIRF members
on defensive driving, risk management
principals, special events liability and
supervisor liabilities.
The use of online training has gained
momentum for employers. SCMIT and
SCMIRF members have free access to
LocalGovU online training courses that

Special Section
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are designed specifically for municipal
risk. Employees in SCMIT and SCMIRF
cities have completed more than 13,900
courses since LocalGovU was first
offered in November 2012.

S

Accident reporting procedures/
investigation
Employers should design accident
reporting procedures and investigations
with the primary focus of identifying the
cause of the accident or injury to prevent
reoccurrence. The employer must
communicate the reporting procedures
to all employees and provide clear
instructions for how to report accidents.
Employees should never feel hesitant
to tell their managers about injuries
or safety concerns they identify. Some
employees fail to report injuries or situations for fear of discipline or retaliation.

Forming partnerships between
management and employees is the best
measure for injury prevention. Not only
are employers “on the hook” for the
direct medical costs associated with an
injury, but the employer is responsible
for indirect costs such as the employee’s
lost time from work, a decrease in
employee morale, overtime for employees to cover the injured employee’s time
away from work, training substitute
workers, failure to meet deadlines,
damage to property and downtime
providing services to residents.
“It is important that all employees
feel empowered to take appropriate
actions to prevent accidents from
occurring,” concluded Harley. Creating
a culture where employees develop
internal motivation to want to work
safely is essential for a great safety
program.

Human Resources

Hazard recognition/job
assessments
Job assessments allow employers to
evaluate potential hazards. Employers
should eliminate job hazards through
engineering controls, meaning the work
environment and the job itself should be
designed to eliminate hazards and reduce
exposure to hazards. When this is not
possible, employers should conduct a
personal protective equipment assessment
and assign employees properly fitted
equipment. Injuries such as cuts, scrapes
and puncture wounds can indicate the
need for (or failure to use) personal
protective equipment.

Employers need to update job descriptions with any changes in essential functions and physical requirements identified
during the assessment. Human resources
staff and the city attorney should review
any changes.

Retirement rates increase

tate retirement contributions
increased on July 1, and will again
on July 1, 2015. A provision in the
2012 retirement reform legislation states
if scheduled contribution rates are not
sufficient to maintain 30-year amortization
periods for the SC Retirement System and
the Police Officers Retirement System
unfunded liabilities, the employer and
employee contribution rates must be
increased equally. In June 2014, the Budget
and Control Board approved the SC Public
Employee Benefit Authority’s recommendation for rate increases effective July 1,
2015, to comply with this provision.

Employer and Employee Contribution Rates
Employer

Employee

SCRS		

Effective July 1, 2014
Effective July 1, 2015
Increase

10.75%
10.91%
0.16%

8.00%
8.16%
0.16%

13.01%
13.34%
0.33%

8.41%
8.74%
0.33%

PORS

Effective July 1, 2014
Effective July 1, 2015
Increase
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Minimize risk

Human Resources

with an employee handbook

E

mployment relationships are
complex and one of the most
common problem areas for
municipalities.
To minimize potential problems, all
cities and towns should develop, implement and regularly maintain an employee
handbook to formalize employment
policies and procedures. In fact, as a best
management practice, a labor attorney
should review the handbook at least every
five years to ensure it complies with state,
local and federal regulations, laws and
constitutional provisions.
To help city officials develop an
employee handbook (or revise an existing
one), the Municipal Association of South
Carolina, the SC Municipal Human
Resources Association, and Gignilliat,
Savitz & Bettis, LLP publishes the Model
Employee Handbook for South Carolina
Municipalities. Download a free copy of
the handbook at www.masc.sc (keyword:
model employee handbook).
The Association regularly updates the
handbook. The most recent update was in
March 2013 when the Association added
sample language to deal with emerging
technology-related issues such as workplace
privacy, computer and handheld device use,
and Internet policies.
Internet policies cover issues such as
social networks, personal websites and blogs.
Because technology changes at such a rapid
pace, these policies should address user

14
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behavior not specific devices, websites or
social media networks.
The handbook is designed to comply
with federal and state employment laws
and includes a specific disclaimer on the
first page declaring the handbook is “not a
contract.” State law requires the disclaimer
appear on the first page of all employee
handbooks.
Labor attorneys drafted the policies
contained in the handbook to create as
few promises to employees as possible
to avoid contractual obligations and
to help employers deal with practical
issues that arise in the employment
relationship. Each policy is accompanied by an explanation of what the policy
is designed to accomplish and provides
alternative language municipalities
can choose to best suit their specific
circumstances.
The handbook is a useful resource
for policy development, but it is not a set
of policies that can be adopted without
modification. City officials should have
legal counsel review all their policies to
ensure they comply with current law.
While an employee handbook
includes the primary expectations and
details of an employment relationship, a
city can supplement its handbook with
guidelines that can be used as a reference
and go into greater detail about job
responsibilities and procedures related to
specific areas of the organization.

For example,
a style guide can help ensure
consistency in grammar, punctuation
and “voice” throughout the city’s written
and digital materials. The guide should
be tailored to address specific situations
employees deal with on a continual basis
and questions that arise.
Another example is logo standards
that provide guidelines for using the city
logo and/or seal. When someone sees
a business card, brochure or website
displaying the logo, it is important he sees
a consistent look. The standards should
address what colors, sizes and orientations
are acceptable to reproduce the logo.
The Municipal Association’s style guide
and logo standards are available at www.
masc.sc (keyword: style guidelines).
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HR tools
and resources
A

Municipal Human Resources
Association
The Municipal Association manages
10 affiliate organizations designed
to offer relevant and timely training
to municipal employees working in
specialized professional fields. One
of these groups is the SC Municipal
Human Resource Association.
MHRA, with membership made up of
HR staff in 94 cities and towns, promotes
sound human resources administration
and encourages best management
practices. Through its training programs,
MHRA provides its 200 members
opportunities to exchange ideas and stay
up-to-date on changing state and federal
labor law and court rulings. Speakers
include experienced human resource
professionals, labor attorneys and
consultants.
MHRA members also have access
to a listserve which is an online forum
for human resource professionals to ask
questions and solicit feedback from other
MHRA members.

Model employee handbook
To help municipalities develop an
employee handbook (or revise an existing one), the Municipal Association,
MHRA, and attorneys with Gignilliat,
Savitz & Bettis, LLP publish the Model
Employee Handbook for South Carolina
Municipalities.
The handbook, which is updated
every few years, is designed to comply
with state and federal employment
laws. Policies contained in the handbook were drafted to minimize being
interpreted as express or implied
contracts and to help employers deal
with practical issues that arise in the
employment relationship. Each policy is
accompanied by an explanation of what
the policy is designed to accomplish.
(See related story on page 14.)
Online compensation survey
Attracting and retaining quality
employees is essential for municipalities
to provide services to residents, businesses and visitors. To do that, employees
need to be compensated fairly relative

to the marketplace. The Association
compiles an annual online compensation survey reporting the wages
and salaries of South Carolina
municipal employees and
elected officials. This online
tool allows officials to compare
their city’s compensation scale
with other municipalities of
similar population or budget size.
Additionally, the online tool allows
users to review the data with search
criteria such as year, position, a specific
municipality and demographic information for each city. The demographic
information includes the number of
full-time employees in each position,
annual payroll, cost-of-living adjustment
amounts and range of merit increases.
Users can export the information as a
PDF report or to Excel, allowing them to
sort and filter the data.
Labor attorney
The Association has a labor attorney
on retainer. Member municipalities may
contact the attorney without charge for
questions that can be answered quickly by
telephone.
Additionally, South Carolina Municipal Insurance and Risk Financing Fund
(the Association’s property and liability
insurance pool) members have access
to a free employment and labor hotline.
This service helps SCMIRF members
avoid claims and lawsuits related to
issues such as wrongful termination; age,
racial and sexual discrimination; and
other employment-related matters.
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re you overwhelmed by
the volume of state and
federal laws and regulations governing human resource
matters? Do you wish there were
resources available to assist
you in understanding how
to navigate this bureaucratic
maze? The Municipal Association
offers a variety of tools and resources to
help make the task of human resource
management easier.
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Calendar

For a complete listing of training opportunities,
visit www.masc.sc to view the calendar.

SEPTEMBER

10-12 Municipal Clerks and Treasurers
Institute: Year 2 Session B. SpringHill
Suites, Columbia. Topics include risk
management, grants administration and
payroll administration. (Participants can
join the program at any point during the
three-year program.)
11 SC Association of Stormwater Managers Third Quarterly Meeting. Columbia
Conference Center. The meeting will
focus on public involvement, education
and outreach, and good housekeeping
minimum control measures of the reissued
NPDES General Permit for Stormwater
Discharges from regulated MS4s.
16-October 8 Regional Advocacy Meetings. See story on page 10 for locations
and additional information.
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18 Municipal Elected Officials Institute
of Government: Municipal Economic
Development and Forms of Municipal
Government. Via Web stream. Councils
of Governments offices.
24-26 Municipal Technology Association of SC Annual Meeting. Embassy
Suites at Kingston Plantation, Myrtle
Beach. Topics include e-waste, network
security and GIS mobility.

OCTOBER

8 SC Utility Billing Association Fall
Meeting. SC State Museum, Columbia.
9 SC Community Development Association Fall Meeting. Edventure Children’s
Museum, Columbia. Topics include local
feed and seed programs, making trails
feasible for all communities and maintaining ethics in community development.
10 Managers/Administrators Fall
Forum. Columbia Marriott.
14-16 SC Business Licensing Officials
Association Annual Academy. Hyatt
Regency, Greenville. Topics include

collection strategies, online business
licensing best practices and current issues
in business licensing.
15-17 SC Municipal Finance Officers,
Clerks and Treasurers Association
Annual Meeting. Hyatt Regency, Greenville. Topics include the state’s economic
outlook, technologies for council
chambers and state/local accomodations,
hospitality and sales taxes.
15 Public Works Risk Management.
Embassy Suites, Columbia. Open to SC
Municipal Insurance and Risk Financing
Fund and SC Municipal Insurance Trust
members. Core course for the Risk
Management Institute.

NOVEMBER

5-7 SC Municipal Human Resources Association Annual Meeting. Embassy Suites at
Kingston Plantation, Myrtle Beach.
13 SC Association of Stormwater
Managers Fourth Quarterly Meeting.
Columbia Conference Center. Topics
include watershed planning, Section 319
Grants Program and TMDL monitoring.

